Vocabulary
Sports Idioms

Draw a line between the item on the left and the matching item on the right.

wide of the game
the name of the the mark
skate the gun
quick off the board
jump on thin ice
get of on the ball
across mark
on the for the course
no holds wrong foot
par them all
run rings around
ahead of the game
another string barred
you can't win to your bow
Draw a line between the item on the left and the matching item on the right.

- wide of the game
- the name of the game
- skate the mark
- quick off the gun
- jump the board
- get of on the on thin ice
- across ball
- on the mark
- no holds for the course
- par wrong foot
- run rings them all
- ahead of around
- another string the game
- you can't win barred
- to your bow